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The Ohio Chapter of TMA has had some great events in the summer of 2017. 
We started out on June 13th with our annual TMA/ACG Shoreby event. The 
venue and the weather combined to make a perfect evening. The networking 
was, as always, superb, and the food and libations sustained the marketing and 
friendship efforts of all participants. A tip-o-the-hat to the administrative team 
that puts this event together each year!
While this writer was off vacationing in the Puget Sound, the rest of you were enjoying the annual 
Golf Classic at Mayfield Country Club. Captained again by Drew Parobek and his team of seasoned 
event pros, I’m told that the event went off flawlessly, with near-perfect weather and a great dinner 
and prize ceremony to cap off a perfect day.
The TMA NextGen team put together an informative and well-received panel presentation on 13-
week cash flows. The panel, assisted by audience questions from both people new to our sandbox 
and industry veterans, provided valuable information to all for the hour-long session. Attendees 
reported that they received good information, and the panel was exhausted. Success!
While the chapter takes a break in August as members enjoy the last of the summer, the 
programming team has been busily working on the vall lineup of events.
On September 19th, we will have a different kind of event, with TMA and CFA joining forces to 
host the inaugural TMA/CFA Shuffle, where we join together at Forest City Shuffleboard Arena 
and Bar to enjoy food, drinks and shuffleboard – and some great networking. Think shuffleboard is 
only for seniors on cruises? Then join us and let native Clevelander and owner Jim Miketo share the 
challenges of the build-out and bringing this idea to fruition. It should be an evening we’ll be talking 
about for some time to come.
October 24th is the date for our annual TMA/CMBA Education Event at the CMBA facility at One 
Cleveland Center. Rob Stefancin and Michael Kaczka and their team have been working hard to have 
an excellent program – even better than their successful program last year. Stay tuned for details.
On November 9th, the TMA will host an interesting program featuring a psychologist, an educator 
and an HR professional and perhaps one other panelist to explore how our pre-conceived notions of 
one another affect and hamper our ability to successfully work together. This program, co-sponsored 
by TMA and NEON-IWIRC, should prove to be educational and thought provoking. We look 
forward to seeing each of you there!
Finally, we’ll end the year with our annual Holiday Party on December 7th at the Hilton Cleveland 
Downtown. The facility, the food and the festivities promise to be top shelf, and the networking 
second to none. A “must attend” event, we look forward to welcoming each of you and celebrating 
2017!
As always, we look forward to your thoughts on ideas on what you’ve liked, what you’d like to see, 
and how you’d like to become involved. Please let me know at mkozel@bdo.com.
Thanks – and best wishes!
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The Centrus Group has been recognized as one of the premier 
turnaround practices in Ohio, providing services to middle market 
companies for the past 24 years. Centrus assists companies in 
developing and implementing a variety of creative and strategic 
actions that will result in a sustainable, profitable and growing company. Centrus provides 
expert management and strategic services in the areas of turnarounds, crisis intervention, 
wind-down management, financial/debt restructuring, executive recruiting and divestitures. 
Visit Centrus’ website at www.centrusgroup.com or contact the firm at 330-864-5800.

Wickens, Herzer, Panza, Cook & Batista Co. was founded in 1932 and 
is currently the largest law firm in the counties of Lorain and Erie. 
With more than 30 attorneys in offices located in Avon and Sandusky, 
Ohio, and attorneys licensed to practice in Colorado, Florida, Illinois, 
Kentucky, and New York, the Firm specializes in Corporations, Limited Liability Companies 
& Partnerships; Business Organizations & Tax, Family & Business Succession Planning; 
Employee Benefits & ERISA, including Pension, Profit Sharing, and 401(k); Commercial 
& Industrial Real Estate & Construction; Municipal & Public Law; all aspects of Civil 
Litigation, including Bankruptcy, Creditors’ Rights & Insolvency Litigation; Labor & 
Employment Relations; Personal Injury; Environmental; Securities; Workers’ Compensation, 
both Group Rating and Self-Insured; and Probate & Estate Planning. 
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It Costs a Lot of Money to Go Broke – If You Don’t 
Have a Plan, No Road Will Take You There!
Developing a Cost-Effective Plan in Chapter 11
By Robert Cohen, Centrus Group and
Christopher Peer, Wickens Herzer Panza Cook & Batista

(Part One of a Four-Part Series)
This article is the first of four installments in which the authors discuss some of the challenges 
in explaining the benefits (including weighed against costs) of the Chapter 11 process. In this 
installment, we discuss ways a plan for filing can be developed. In Installment 2, we talk about 
avenues for paying for the plan that will be developed (current estimates are that even the smallest 
of reorganizations will cost in excess of $100,000). Installment 3 will be an analysis of how the 
plan may be executed (understanding that the flexibility afforded in Chapter 11 is one of its greatest 
benefits and hallmarks). Finally, Installment 4 will examine the conclusion of a plan and how to exit 
the process with a restructured organization.

It seems like a week never goes by but that we in the distress arena are put into a position with a 
client where we explain to them that their company cannot afford the costs of filing a Chapter 11 
bankruptcy, at least not immediately. The response is often something like, “Cost? I am here to file 
bankruptcy, of course we cannot pay the cost!” It is always difficult to explain to a client why their 
company cannot take the advantaged path and file for bankruptcy when the company is clearly in 
distress and in need of solutions. The explanation is always that “it costs a lot of money to go broke, 
but with a strategy and a plan for the process, bankruptcy can be an effective tool.”
The first step is getting your client to understand that a plan is essential. Indeed, significant numbers 
of Chapter 11 cases filed without direction on the first day end up administratively insolvent, 
with lots of loss and unhappy parties, including employees. Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code 
“generally provides for reorganization, usually involving a corporation or partnership. A Chapter 
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11 debtor usually proposes a plan of reorganization to keep its business alive and pay creditors 
over time.”1 The concept enacted by Congress in 1978 is to provide the company the time it needs 
to make the necessary adjustments to its business to enable the company to address and repay 
some or all of its outstanding debts and emerge as a healthier company under the same ownership. 
Unfortunately, often the financial barriers to entering Chapter 11 bankruptcy for the purposes of 
restructuring exceed the cash resources available to many small and middle market companies. 
This often leads to some enterprises pursuing (i) other less effective alternative approaches such 
as receiverships (voluntary and involuntary), assignments for benefits of creditors or secured party 
sales or (ii) simply shut the doors. These costs make development and execution of a plan critical for 
success.
Many time, costs cause small and middle market companies that do enter into Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
to face the prospect (planned or forced) of a sale of substantially all the assets to a third party. While 
the concept of bankruptcy was initially launched as an avenue for forgiveness and a relatively “fresh 
start,” recent (and perhaps not so recent) trends show bankruptcy being more of an avenue for the 
change of ownership of a company and its assets to a third party, while relieving the company of 
both its liabilities and its assets. A well-executed plan can help control costs and could change this 
paradigm.
A plan for the debtor is not necessarily a restructuring plan proposed under Section 1129 of the 
Bankruptcy Code. A plan for the debtor is as much a tool to educate your client as it is a vehicle for 
creative brainstorming and solution finding to solve the ills of your now-distressed client.  Critical 
considerations include:
n  Chapter 11 Relief – The Federal Bankruptcy Court can provide relief that often cannot be 

achieved in other forums
n  Operations – What immediate changes are needed to survive and even enter Chapter 11?
n  Sales – What impact will Chapter 11 have on sales?
n  Financing – What efforts need to be taken to prepare for and survive Chapter 11?
n  Labor – Can cuts be made or productivity improved while preserving value?
n  Contracting – Can relief from contracts and leases be helpful to a restructuring?
n  Value – How is value being generated by the company and the process?
n  Endgame – What does the client look like at the end?
n  Client Expectations – Is the bankruptcy path in line with the needs for the client?
n  Equity – Who holds equity exiting the process, and in what amounts? 
All of the above considerations need to be addressed, and non-Chapter 11 options also need to be 
discussed and understood before a Chapter 11 filing should be made. These considerations can be 
addressed quickly in some cases, but, as discussed more in the next installment, finding financing for 
the process is often the stumbling block restricting the use of the creativity of Chapter 11.
In our next installment, we look forward to discussing strategies (no one strategy fits all situations) 
to identify and secured the funding necessary for a successful Chapter 11 process.

1  http://www.uscourts.gov/services-forms/bankruptcy/bankruptcy-basics/chapter-11-bankruptcy-basics
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With offices in Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus, Detroit, Miami, West Palm Beach and 
Washington, D.C., McDonald Hopkins is comprised of 140 attorneys who work individually 
and together as part of specialized teams to help clients strategically plan for an increasingly 
competitive future. 
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It is an unfortunate but predictable situation in an insolvency 
proceeding: officers and/or directors of a financially distressed 
company are sued by a liquidating trustee or Chapter 7 trustee for 
alleged mismanagement, resulting in a claim against the direc-
tors’ and officers’ insurance policies. The plaintiff could pursue a 
deep pocket while the alleged perpetrators of the malfeasance are 
covered. But then the entire process is derailed when the insurance 
company denies coverage for this claim based on the “insured 
versus insured” exception set forth in the policy. The directors and 
officers are left questioning when and how they could possibly pay 
such a large claim, and the parties are caught in an expensive fight 
about insurance coverage. 
Traditionally, the “insured versus insured” exception limits the 
application of management liability insurance to claims by outsid-
ers, “[n]ot unlike a homeowners’ insurance policy that excludes 
coverage for a fire that the policyholder intentionally sets.” Indian 
Harbor Insurance Company v. Zucker, 860 F.3d 373 (6th Cir. June 
20, 2017). However, the application of this exception in the context 
of bankruptcy, liquidating trustees, and assignees of insurance pol-
icies has been varied, resulting in split circuit court opinions. The 
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals has finally contributed to the morass 
in the Indian Harbor decision from late June of this year. 
The Sixth Circuit considered the question of whether a liquidat-
ing trustee appointed pursuant to a confirmed Chapter 11 plan of 
reorganization is the “same entity” as the debtor company that 
existed before and during the bankruptcy case. In Indian Harbor, 
the liquidating trustee sued the former debtor’s officers for alleged 
breaches of fiduciary duty after the debtor’s assets (including causes 
of action) were transferred to a liquidating trust. 
The debtor’s insurance company, Indian Harbor, denied insurance 
coverage for the action, seeking a declaratory judgment that was not 
obligated to provide any coverage for the action due to the insured 
versus insured exception. The Sixth Circuit affirmed the district 
court’s decision to deny coverage, noting that the liquidating trust-
ee stood in the shoes of the debtor when bringing the suit against 
the debtor’s officers and directors. 
The Sixth Circuit did not focus on the nature of the underlying 
cause of action itself – instead, the court focused on the relationship 

and similarities between the debtor and the liquidating trustee. The 
court noted that the “objects of the claim are the same (the offi-
cers) and so is the theory of liability (mismanagement).” The only 
difference between this action and the former action was that the 
liquidating trust “stands in [the debtor’s] shoes,” but “possesses the 
same rights subject to the same defenses.” 
Therefore, the court concluded that the company covered by the di-
rectors’ and officers’ insurance policy was the same entity – pre-pe-
tition, post-petition, and after the liquidating trust was established. 
Citing Supreme Court precedent on the issue, the court held that 
the debtor company did not undergo “a transformation when it filed 
for bankruptcy” or become a “‘wholly new entity’ unbound by the 
prebankruptcy company’s contracts.” 
The court also referenced the distinct characteristics of Chapter 11 
cases in support of its “continuing entity” interpretation; Chapter 
11 bankruptcy allows companies to continue to operate as going 
concerns, and some companies may emerge from bankruptcy as re-
organized, solvent entities. Because the court saw no legal distinc-
tion between the company’s pre-petition assets, post-petition assets, 
or assets in the liquidating trust, it found the liquidating trustee was 
the “same entity” as the debtor, and the insurance company did not 
have to provide coverage for an action against the former compa-
ny’s directors and officers. 
The majority decision stands in stark contrast to the dissenting 
opinion and other circuit decisions. In her dissent, Judge Donald 
expressed concern that the Sixth Circuit’s decision will “send a 
clear message to creditors in Chapter 11 proceedings that if claims 
against directors and officers are deemed to be of significant value 
and the plan proposes to put those claims into a trust, the creditors 
must not agree to a plan proposed.” Such a strict interpretation of 
the “insured versus insured” exception may significantly lessen 
recovery for creditors, strain judicial resources, increase profession-
al fees, and expose directors and officers to potentially significant 
liability. 
With the Indian Harbor decision, the “insured versus insured” 
exception is not going away in the bankruptcy/liquidating trustee 
context anytime soon. This holding may also serve as an impe-
tus for creditors’ committees and significant creditors who think 

Sixth Circuit Rules that the “Insured Versus  
Insured” Exception Applies to Liquidating Trustees 

By Michael Kaczka and Maria Carr
McDonald Hopkins LLC
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malfeasance has occurred to more proactively consider and pursue 
D&O actions. But the Sixth Circuit even suggested an alternative 
for directors and officers looking for coverage for fiduciary lawsuits 
brought by liquidating trustees: “[i]f the parties meant to cover 
these lawsuits [such as breach fiduciary duty actions] after bank-
ruptcy, they could have included an exception for suits brought by 
bankruptcy trustees or creditor’s committees, just as they included 
an exception for derivative shareholder suits.” 

After the Indian Harbor decision, negotiating such an exception 
when purchasing directors’ and officers’ liability coverage may be 
the only way for directors and officers to remain covered in poten-
tial breach fiduciary duty suits brought by a liquidating trustee after 
a bankruptcy case. Therefore, it is critical that directors and officers 
and professionals advising potentially distressed companies review 
and carefully consider the implications of directors and officers in-
surance policies. If such an exception does not exist, it may be time 
to renegotiate the policy.

September 19
TMA/CFA Joint Event
Forest City Shuffleboard Arena & Bar

October 24 (NEW DATE)
TMA/CMBA Educational Program
CMBA Headquarters at One Cleveland Center

November 9
TMA/IWIRC Program
Time and Place TBD

December 7
Annual TMA/CMA Holiday Event
Hilton Cleveland Downtown Hotel

2017 Schedule

NOTE: The dates and subjects listed in this tentative 2017 calendar are subject to change to accommodate speaker’s availability, facility 
availability, verification of availability of other organizations in the case of joint events, and current events which might pre-empt this current 
schedule. This schedule will be updated as necessary.

Scenes from the Golf Outing. We had good weather again this year for the annual golf outing at Mayfield Country Club. Pictured above is 
Drew Parobek, who has spearheaded the event since its inception 21 years ago, and TMA Ohio executive administrator Louise Walsh, who 
has helped organized most of them.   




